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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
US Drops Ammo To Muslim 'Syrian Rebels' Days Before Russian Embassy In
Damascus Hit By Rockets
With even the mainstream media, via CNN finally admitting the situation in Syria
is nothing more than a proxy war between the U.S. and Russia, and NYT
specifying that it is "U.S. made weaponry" that is turning the Syrian conflict into a

proxy war, the latest events show that we may have finally reached the point of
no return.
Multiple news outlets recently reported that the Pentagon suspended part of their
"Syrian rebel training program," after some of those fighters that the U.S. trained
and equipped, handed over six U.S.-issued trucks along with weapons and
ammunition to the al Qaeda-backed al Nusra Front.
What the U.S. hasn't suspended (after their $500 million taxpayer funded program
backfired and turned into a public humiliation) was the "equipping Syrian rebels"
portion of the program, as shown with recent reports of the U.S. paradropping 50
tons of ammo to the so-called Syrian rebels.
It has also been revealed that the Royal Air Force (RAF) has been given the green
light to shoot down Russian fighter jets that are currently runing a bombing
campaign, whih has reportedly infuriated Moscow, the UK Express reports.
Add to that the newly released reports that China has told their Russian
allies "that they will join in the bombing in Syria from their Aircraft Carrier," and
what we have ladies and gentelmen is a situation that brings the entire world to
the very brink of World War III.
Just taking into account the four main players here, the US, Russia, China and
the UK, a look at the Global Firepower, which ranks countries by Military
Strength, we see that the four of the top five in the rankings are now actively
involved in the Syrian conflict, with the US ranked #1, Russia #2, China #3 and the
UK #5 - So we have the worlds most dangerous players, divided into groups and
working against each other, and all are nuclear powers.
Anyone else seeing the implications and extreme danger of this situation?
Obama airdrops 50 tons of ammo to ‘moderate Al Qaeda’ in Syria, Islamic State
Seizes U.S. Missiles in Iraq
The Obama administration just airdropped 50 tons of ammo for Syrian rebels,
also known as “moderate al Qaeda,” after his “moderate” training mission ended
in abject failure. The US spent 500 million dollars to train 4 or 5 fighters. That’s a
catastrophic failure. This massive ammo drop comes amidst reports that ISIS has
a large cache of U.S. weapons and missiles.
Obama is arming the jihadists, but wants to take our guns away.
Iraqi forces combatting IS (also known as ISIS or ISIL) are said to have found a
stockpile of U.S. weapons, including ammunition and anti-armor missiles, hidden
at sites controlled by terrorist forces,
Is Obama taking on Putin or aiding ISIS or both? Obama is pouring kerosene into
a raging fire.
ISIS’ Toyota Trucks Were Supplied by US State Department
Mystery Solved--Just last year it
was reported that the US State
Department had been sending in
fleets of specifically Toyota-brand
trucks into Syria to whom they

claimed was the “Free Syrian Army.”
The US foundation-funded Public Radio International (PRI) reported in a 2014
article titled: “This one Toyota pickup truck is at the top of the shopping list for
the Free Syrian Army — and the Taliban,” that:
Recently, when the US State Department resumed sending non-lethal aid to
Syrian rebels, the delivery list included 43 Toyota trucks.
Hiluxes were on the Free Syrian Army’s wish list. Oubai Shahbander, a
Washington-based advisor to the Syrian National Coalition, is a fan of the truck.
“Specific equipment like the Toyota Hiluxes are what we refer to as force enablers
for the moderate opposition forces on the ground,” he adds. Shahbander says
the US-supplied pickups will be delivering troops and supplies into battle. Some
of the fleet will even become battlefield weapons.
The British government has
also admittedly supplied a
number of vehicles to
terrorists fighting inside of
Syria. The
British Independent’s 2013
article titled, “Revealed: What
the West has given Syria’s
rebels,” reported that:
So far the UK has sent around
£8m of “non-lethal” aid,
according to official papers seen by The Independent, comprising five 4×4
vehicles with ballistic protection; 20 sets
of body armour; four trucks; six 4×4
SUVs; five non-armoured pick-ups; one
recovery vehicle; four fork-lifts; 130 solar
powered batteries; around 400 radios;
water purification and rubbish collection
kits; laptops; VSATs (small satellite
systems for data communications) and
printers.
It’s fair to say that whatever pipeline the
US State Department and the British
government used to supply terrorists in
Syria with these trucks, was also likely used to send additional vehicles before
and after these reports were made public.
So the mystery of how hundreds of identical, brand-new ISIS-owned Toyota
trucks have made it into Syria is solved.
The Humiliation: ISIS Cowards Cut Off Beards And Run Away As Russia, Iran
Close In Sunni extremists are now shaving off their beards and running for their
lives.
The reign of terror continues--Daily, new reports of ISIS atrocities continue to

surface. The Islamic State is increasing beheadings, crucifixions, raping, and
enslaving Christian missionaries in Syria.
Update: ISIS Rapes, Crucifies, and Beheads Missionaries.
Reports of one of ISIS’s many atrocities are making their way around the world,
no thanks to mainstream western journalists: In August, 2015, ISIS crucified and
beheaded 11 or 12 indigenous Christian missionaries – after publicly gang-raping
the women.
The disturbing details of this execution were recently recounted by the
missionaries’ director. ISIS took the missionaries captive in early August. After
they all refused to renounce Christ and return to Islam, the missionaries were
separated into two groups.
At one of the locations, ISIS “summoned a crowd” and then crucified the
missionary team leader and his 12 year old son, along with two other young men
in their twenties.
“All were badly brutalized and then crucified,” the group’s ministry leader said.
“They were left on their crosses for two days. No one was allowed to remove
them.” According to reports, the ISIS militants posted signs by their Christian
victims identifying them as “infidels.”
The other group of missionaries, including two women, was taken to a different
location. Staring down certain death, these martyrs also refused to convert to
Islam. The two Christian women prayed aloud while being publicly gang-raped,
which according to reports, caused their ISIS abusers to “to beat them all the
more furiously.” As relayed by the group’s director:
Villagers said some were praying in the name of Jesus, others said some were
praying the Lord's prayer, and others said some of them lifted their heads to
commend their spirits to Jesus. One of the women looked up and seemed to be
almost smiling as she said, 'Jesus!'"
The missionaries were beheaded and their bodies hung on crosses.
This is the same evil that forced a child to behead a Syrian soldier in June, and
that has released numerous videos of medieval and barbaric executions in the
past few years.
Even as recent as last week, news broke that German officials are investigating a
young pregnant girl’s “honor killing” at the hands of her family. The reason? She
was gang-raped, and therefore “unclean.”
ISIS must be defeated. Christians must be protected. It is our sacred duty to be
heard.
Sign Our Petition: Stop ISIS's Genocide of Christians.
Psalm 94:
1 O LORD God, to whom vengeance belongeth; O God, to whom vengeance
belongeth, shew thyself.
2 Lift up thyself, thou judge of the earth: render a reward to the proud.
3 LORD, how long shall the wicked, how long shall the wicked triumph?
4 How long shall they utter and speak hard things? and all the workers of iniquity
boast themselves?
5 They break in pieces thy people, O LORD, and afflict thine heritage.

6 They slay the widow and the stranger, and murder the fatherless.
7 Yet they say , The LORD shall not see , neither shall the God of Jacob regard it.
8 Understand , ye brutish among the people: and ye fools, when will ye be wise ?
9 He that planted the ear, shall he not hear ? he that formed the eye, shall he not
see ?
10 He that chastiseth the heathen, shall not he correct ? he that teacheth man
knowledge, shall not he know?
11 The LORD knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.
12 Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest , O LORD, and teachest him out of
thy law;
13 That thou mayest give him rest from the days of adversity, until the pit be
digged for the wicked.
14 For the LORD will not cast off his people, neither will he forsake his
inheritance.
15 But judgment shall return unto righteousness: and all the upright in heart shall
follow it.
16 Who will rise up for me against the evildoers ? or who will stand up for me
against the workers of iniquity?
17 Unless the LORD had been my help, my soul had almost dwelt in silence.
18 When I said , My foot slippeth ; thy mercy, O LORD, held me up .
19 In the multitude of my thoughts within me thy comforts delight my soul.
20 Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief
by a law?
21 They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and
condemn the innocent blood.
22 But the LORD is my defence; and my God is the rock of my refuge.
23 And he shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off in their
own wickedness; yea, the LORD our God shall cut them off.
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians
‘Door of Hope’
Doctors Without Borders’ New Charge on Hospital Strike: ‘Premeditated
Massacre’ by the Obama Administration
Sweden Close to Collapse thanks to Islam
 In the last two weeks, more than 1,000 "unaccompanied refugee children"
have arrived from Germany via ferry; more than half of them have now
vanished and are listed as missing.
 For the last few weeks, the central train station in Sweden's third largest
city, Malmö, has been overrun with migrants; the volunteers that for the
first few days showed up with food, water and clothes now seem to have
lost interest.
 It will not be long until the Swedes realize that the state will not look after
them. The country that just 20 years ago was considered one of the safest
and most affluent in the world, is now in danger of becoming a failed state.

Sweden is fast approaching a complete collapse. More and more municipalities
are raising the alarm that if the migrants keep coming at this pace, the
government can no longer guarantee normal service to its citizens. In addition,
ominous statements from government officials have left Swedes in fear of what
tomorrow may bring.
New Airline to Fly Muslim ‘Migrants’ Directly Into Sweden Flights normally
reserved for tourists to be repurposed.
As part of schoolwork, children required to make beds, cook, clean for Muslim
migrants in Germany
Town of 4,000 finds out it will receive 3,000 migrants, German lawful citizens told:
“If you don’t like hosting refugees in your town, you can leave the country”
VIDEO: Muslim Invaders refuse to enter German shelter, DEMAND apartments,
“This is not comfortable enough, that’s just a gym!”
Demon Possessed Migrant Muslim Men Force German Woman Into Depraved €10a-time Sex Acts
Germany: Muslim sex crimes plaguing asylum centers Prepping Germany to
become an Islamic State with all the terror that goes with it. Dr. Johnson they said
that 70% of the asylum seekers are men. Need to pray for the true believers in
Germany.
Muslim Invading “Migrants” sue Berlin’s main refugee center for delays to welfare
handouts
From: greg g
Subject: what’s needed to defend America
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9a1MMZhW_fU What the moon god followers
fears, PORK!!! get the bacon strips, pork chops, pig feet, and bacon grease
ready!!!!
‘Palestinian’ School-Lessons: Muslim Children ‘Shown How To Stab A Jew’
Palestinian Muslim Runs Over Elderly Jewish Rabbi With Car: Then, Beats Him to
Death With Crowbar (Video)
TENNESSEE MUSLIMS USE ALINSKY TACTICS IN ATTACKING PARENTS AND
REPRESENTATIVES BILL THAT WOULD BAN ISLAMIC INDOCTRINATION IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
US halted Israeli arms transfer to Nigeria to fight Boko Haram
American Muslim group attacks "American Sniper," demands Eastwood and
Cooper denounce fictional "islamophobia"
Obama Threatens To Defund The Military If We Don’t Set Muslim Terrorists Free
Obama will leave troops in Afghanistan when he leaves office. The lies are
breathtaking
In reality they will be protecting one of the CIA's main sources of revenue,
narcotrafficking. Production of the raw material, opium poppies, is at record
levels in the world's main production area, Afghanistan. Decades earlier, the CIA
ran the narco trade out of the Golden Triangle in Laos during the Vietnam war.
Have people forgotten? Have they also forgotten the cocaine trade out of
Colombia during Iran-Contra in the 80s?

https://www.rt.com/news/318741-obama-afghanistan-keep-troops/
++ Christian Woman Survives After Screaming 'Jesus' as Muslim Terrorist
Stabbed Her Repeatedly
An elderly Christian woman who was stabbed multiple times during a terrorist
attack on a bus in Jerusalem, Israel, that left two people dead and at least 16
others injured on Tuesday says she is convinced she is alive today because she
called on Jesus as her attacker plunged his blade into her body.
According to a One for Israel report two terrorists boarded the No. 78 bus in the
(East Talpiyot) neighborhood of Jerusalem, one armed with a knife, the other with
a gun. They then began shooting and stabbing the passengers, including the
elderly woman identified as Marike Veldman.
Veldman, who is originally from the Netherlands but has lived in Israel for many
years, said when the terrorists boarded the bus one of them sat in front of her
until things quickly turned ugly.
"They began to cry 'Allahu Akbar.' The man in front of me began with a knife
stabbing into me. The other man started shooting. People screamed very loudly.
It was awful. I cried constantly in Dutch: 'Lord Jesus, Lord Jesus! Help me, help
me!'". When she did this, she said her attacker "ran away to the back of the bus."
Muller explained that Veldman, who is also a nurse, is certain her cries to the
Lord saved her life. She is now recovering from a collapsed lung and wounds she
suffered to her shoulder and hand during the attack.
Nicole Jansezian, director of Christian friends of Shalva, an organization in
Jerusalem that cares for children with special needs regardless of race or
religion, told The Christian Post Friday that Veldman has cared for many poor and
disadvantaged Palestinian and Arad Israeli children during her time in Israel and
said Christians have been rallying around her.
http://m.christianpost.com/news/christian-woman-survives-muslim-terroriststabbing-screaming-jesus-147860/?m=1
Obama says: Christians threaten America not Islam
Friday, October 16, 2015--If you have ever wondered whether President Obama
has an abiding hostility to people of Christian faith, wonder no more. He believes
we are a threat to national security. If you are a sincerely devoted follower of
Jesus Christ, your president believes you are a potential domestic terrorist.
I do not exaggerate. In a gathering at George Washington University this week,
Obama's assistant attorney general for national security, John Carlin, revealed
that the Department of Justice is creating a brand new position just to monitor us.
The position, domestic terrorism counsel, will be created to combat the "real and
present threat" of domestic terrorism.
And where, pray tell, does this threat come from? From the Muslim Brotherhood,
which has a stated goal of exterminating Western civilization and sabotaging our
miserable house from within? Nope. From ISIS, which is actively recruiting
jihadists in all 50 states? Nope. Jihadists who are sneaking into the United States
disguised as Syrian refugees? Nope.

No, the real threat to our national security, according to our president and his
minions, is coming from the Family Research Council and the American Family
Association.
Carlin lauded the work of the thoroughly discredited Southern Poverty Law
Center, which is so blatantly and maliciously biased against Christians that other
parts of Obama's administration – the FBI, the Pentagon, and the U.S. Army – are
getting as far away from the SPLC as they can.
But the folks at SPLC are still useful to the DOJ, which is desperate to paint
conservative Christians as a greater threat to our domestic tranquility than
people who are determined to decapitate us in the name of Allah.
According to Carlin, the SPLC does the noble work of "examining what the threat
is, observing it, and reporting on it," and claimed that its work is "very important."
The SPLC, mind you, is the group whose "hate group" map was used by
domestic terrorist Floyd Corkins to identify the Family Research Council as his
target for a massacre. Only the bravery of an unarmed security guard prevented
what could have been one of the worst mass shootings in U.S. history. In other
words, if anybody's the hate group here, it's the SPLC.
Heidi Beirich, the SPLC's intelligence project director, teamed with Carlin to
demonize pro-family groups. She told a reporter that the SPLC classifies groups
as hate groups "on the basis of ideology." In other words, the SPLC will vilify
groups because of what they believe, not because of what they do or because
they have demonstrated any propensity toward violence.
And she flatly admits it. "We post groups on the basis of ideology, not whether
they're violent or not."
And then she identified two groups by name: Family Research Council and
American Family Association. She said: [W]hat they're putting out is anti-gay
material so gay people are potentially classified as pedophiles, or molesters, or
whatever the case may be; and that's why they're on the list and that's the direct
analogy. She acknowledges that theirs is a purely subjective standard: "It's our
opinion that it's hateful, and that's basically it."
The plain truth is that we at FRC and AFA don't hate a living soul. We love homosexuals
enough to tell them the truth about the physical and spiritual dangers of the homosexual
lifestyle. We want something better for them than the darkness and disease associated
with homosexual behavior. We want them to come out of that darkness into the light of
the gospel of Christ. We are for the homosexual, and so we must be against the
normalization and promotion of homosexuality.
Note the SPLC is no longer accusing FRC and AFA of hate or of violence based
on some objective standard. They have simply made a purely subjective
assessment that our beliefs about human sexuality and our defense of natural
marriage are so offensive to them that we must become the target of the
unlimited resources of the federal government.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/perspectives/bryan-fischer/2015/10/16/obamachristians-threatennation?utm_source=OneNewsNow&utm_medium=email&utm_term=16782242&ut
m_content=457244438475&utm_campaign=21942

Obama Administration and UN Announce Global Police Force to Fight
‘Extremism’ In U.S.
Attorney General Loretta Lynch announced
at the United Nations that her office would be
working in several American cities to form
what she called the Strong Cities Network
(SCN), a law enforcement initiative that would
encompass the globe.
This amounts to nothing less than the
overriding of American laws, up to and
including the United States Constitution, in
favor of United Nations laws that would
henceforth be implemented in the United
States itself – without any consultation of Congress at all.
The United Nations is a sharia-compliant world body, and Obama, speaking there
just days ago, insisted that “violent extremism” is not exclusive to Islam (which it
is). Obama is redefining jihad terror to include everyone but the jihadists. So will
the UN, driven largely by the sharia-enforcing Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) and the pro-Islamic post-American President Obama, use a
“global police force” to crush counter-jihad forces?
After all, with Obama knowingly aiding ISIS & al-Qaeda forces in Syria, how likely
is it that he will use his “global police force” against actual Islamic jihadists? I
suspect that instead, this global police force will be used to impose the
blasphemy laws under the sharia (Islamic law), and to silence all criticism of
Islam for the President who proclaimed that “the future must not belong to those
who slander the prophet of Islam.”
Contact your representatives now. Exhort them to oppose SCN now. Exhort them
to keep America free – while it still is.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/10/02/obama-administration-andun-announce-global-police-force-to-fight-extremism-in-u-s/
Scientists Claim They Can Change A Christian’s Belief In God With Magnets
A bizarre experiment with magnets claims to be able to make Christians no longer
believe in God and make Britons open their arms to migrants in experiments
some may find a threat to their values.
Scientists looked at how the brain resolves abstract ideological problems. Using a
technique called transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), researchers safely shut down
certain groups of neurones in the brains of
volunteers.
TMS, which is used to treat depression, involves
placing a large electromagnetic coil against the
scalp which creates electric currents that
stimulate nerve cells in the region of the brain
involved in mood control.
Researchers found the technique radically
altered religious perceptions and prejudice.

Belief in God was reduced almost by a third, while participants became 28.5 per
cent less bothered by immigration numbers.
The scientists targeted the posterior medial frontal cortex, a brain region a few inches
up from the forehead that is associated with detecting and responding to problems.
Volunteers were asked to rate their belief in God, heaven, the devil, and hell after
undergoing pre-screening to ensure that they held religious convictions.
The main doctor in charge, Dr Izuma said: “We decided to remind people of death
because previous research has shown that people turn to religion for comfort in
the face of death.
“As expected, we found that when we experimentally turned down the posterior
medial frontal cortex, people were less inclined to reach for comforting religious
ideas despite having been reminded of death.”
The American participants were also shown two essays written by newly arrived
immigrants – one highly complimentary of the US and the other extremely critical.
Dr Izuma said: “When we disrupted the brain region that usually helps detect and
respond to threats, we saw a less negative, less ideologically motivated reaction
to the critical author and his opinions.”
source
The ongoing social manipulation of our culture moving us deeper into global
enslavement
Play to 8:15: https://youtu.be/49vN7aLqLAo Comment: A listener emailed me
saying: “CPS is trying to take my friend's newborn” My partial response read: OK
this is the best website (with resources that they would specifically need) that I
know of: http://medicalkidnap.com/resources/
“Camping” on Your Own Land is Now Illegal — Gov’t Waging War on Off-Grid
Living
By Jay Syrmopoulos
Across the U.S., local zoning officials are
making it increasingly difficult for people to
go off the grid, in some instances
threatening people with jail time for
collecting rainwater or not hooking into local
utilities.
As zoning laws have increasingly
targeted the off-grid lifestyle, many have
moved to the Southwestern U.S. as an escape from overzealous zoning officials.
In Costilla County, Colorado, there has been a major influx of off-grid residents to the
San Luis Valley. The combination of lax zoning regulations, cheap property, and
an already thriving community of self-reliant off-grid homesteaders has led to
many new residents.
The off-grid lifestyle, enjoyed by an estimated 800 people, is now being threatened as
county officials have recently made moves to essentially regulate and license the
lifestyle into oblivion. Tensions boiled over during a county commissioners’ meeting in
San Louis, Colorado, devolving into a shouting match between homesteaders and

police. One of the major points of contention is the county’s attempt to ban camping on
your own property, in an effort to force the off-grid homesteaders back onto the grid.
“We are residents who have come to live off the grid. It’s all our land.” … “These are
harsh economic times. We have nowhere to go,” twenty-year resident Paul Skinner
said.
“We’ve been regulated out of life,” homesteader Robin Rutan told Colorado
Public Radio. “I came here because I couldn’t live by the codes [in other
regions].”
The county, which requires residents to have a camping permit to live in an RV,
“small house” or other camp style home, has started to simply refuse the renewal
of these permits.
This is obviously a major problem for homesteaders, who often live in such
accommodations while building their permanent residents.
“They started enforcing the changes before they were actually made,” resident Chloe
Everhart said.
Everhart said she performed due diligence prior to buying her land, with one of the
most important aspects of the plan being a 90-day camping permit. Without a 90day permit, camping on residential plots is only allowed for 14 days per every
three months.
But just as Everhart was arriving, the board of commissioners instructed the
planning and zoning commission to no longer issue camping permits.
In spite of her best efforts, Everhart is now an outlaw.
The vilification of people who choose to live an alternative lifestyle is becoming
extremely commonplace in modern America.
People have a right to use land that they own in the manner they see fit. To use the
technicalities of the law to essentially evict people from land they own reeks of
tyrannical overreach and oppression of personal liberty.
http://www.activistpost.com/2015/10/camping-on-your-own-land-is-nowillegal.html
Obama Goes Beyond Mere Gun Control, Hints at Confiscation
3 Oct 2015--When President Obama spoke
in reaction to the heinous October 1 attack
on Umpqua Community College, he went
beyond his usual calls for more gun control
and suggested instead that America
consider following the path blazed by
Australia and Great Britain.
In the mid-1990s Australia and Great Britain
both instituted what were virtually complete
bans on firearm possession.
Obama referenced the bans thus:
We know that other countries, in response
to one mass shooting, have been able to craft laws that almost eliminate mass
shootings. Friends of ours, allies of ours — Great Britain, Australia, countries
like ours. So we know there are ways to prevent it.

And Obama is not the only one who suggested taking a gun-free approach to
American life. The anti-Second Amendment message was also pushed by Slate,
Vox, and Dan Savage.
For example, on October 1 Slate ran a story reminding readers that Australia
enacted their gun ban in response to an attack on April 28, 1996, wherein a
gunman “opened fire on tourists in a seaside resort in Port Arthur, Tasmania.”
Thirty-five were killed and 23 others wounded in the attack. Twelve days later
Australia’s government banned guns, period.
On October 2 Vox explained that Australia “confiscated 650,000 guns” via a
“mandatory gun buyback” program which forced gun owners to hand their
firearms over for destruction.
Vox did not mention that “firearm-related murder and non-negligent homicide”
began plummeting in America in the mid-1990s. But in America, the decrease in
violent crime did not correlate with a gun ban but with a rapid expansion in the
number of guns privately owned. The Congressional Research Service reported
that the number of privately owned firearms in America went from 192 million in
1994 to 310 million privately owned firearms in 2009. Subsequently, the “firearmrelated murder and non-negligent homicide” rate fell from 6.6 per 100,000 in 1993
to 3.6 per 100,000 in 2000 and finally to 3.2 per 100,000 in 2011.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/10/03/obama-goes-beyond-meregun-control-hints-confiscation/
HILLARY CLINTON CALLS FOR MASS MOVEMENT TO ERADICATE SECOND
AMENDMENT Will 'never relent' in war on Bill of Rights: TREACHERY AND
TREASON AND NEVER FORGET BENGHAZI
Hillary Clinton is calling for a “national movement” to “stand up to the NRA and
the gun lobby,” euphemisms for attacking and rolling back the Second
Amendment.
Clinton acknowledged passing laws designed to chip away at the constitutional
right of Americans to own firearms will be “a political mountain to climb,” but
said if elected she will “never relent.”
“But you don’t get anything done in this country if you don’t start by calling it
out,” Clinton said.
She then exploited the child victims of “gun violence,” in other words the victims
of psychopaths, virtually all on psychotropic drugs.
“We need to make every politician who sides with them to look into the eyes of
parents whose children have been murdered and explain why they listened to the
gun lobbyists instead.”
She went on to characterize the effort to hamper and eventually eliminate the
Second Amendment as “constitutional.”
“There are a lot of ways for us to have constitutional, legal gun restrictions. My
husband did. He passed the Brady bill, and he eliminated assault weapons for 10
years. So we’re gonna take them on. We took them on in the ’90s. We’re gonna
take them on again.”
++ The NRA’s Wayne LaPierre said when he responded to the calls for gun
confiscation in the aftermath of the Sandy Hook shootings:

…Politicians pass laws for Gun-Free School Zones. They issue press releases
bragging about them. They post signs advertising them. And in so doing, they tell
every insane killer in America that schools are their safest place to inflict
maximum mayhem with minimum risk. (EDITOR’S NOTE: GUN FREE ZONES IS
WHERE PEOPLE GO TO DIE. THE ONLY THING THAT WOULD HAVE SAVED THE
STUDENTS AT THE OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE WOULD HAVE BEEN THE
PRESENCE OF ARMED GUARDS or staff. THE ONLY THING THAT WOULD HAVE
SAVED THE LIVES OF THE COLUMBINE STUDENTS WOULD HAVE BEEN THE
PRESENCE OF ARMED GUARDS or staff.)
How have our nation’s priorities gotten so far out of order? Think about it. We
care more about our money, so we protect our banks with armed guards.
American airports, office buildings, power plants, courthouses — even sports
stadiums — are all protected by armed security. The President is protected with
armed Secret Service agents.
…Yet when it comes to the most beloved, innocent and vulnerable members of
the American family — our children — they are left utterly helpless, and the
monsters and predators of this world know it and exploit it. That must change
now!”

Emergency High Alert! Gun Confiscation Agenda Kicked Into High Gear As Call
Goes Out For US State Department To Label NRA a Terrorist Organization
With the White House now officially announcing that Barack Obama is preparing
more executive actions on gun control as shared in this story from Breitbart, ANP
takes a look at how extreme this administration may likely go to completely ban

guns in America via looking at a story from a mainstream news outlet that is now
calling for the labeling of the NRA as a 'terrorist organization'.
We also have to ask why such a strong disarmament push is being made NOW
despite the same administration ALLOWING terrorists into America due to lax
immigration policies at the same time as this is disarmament agenda is going on?
We also have to ask, is all of this part of a long-held plot to completely take over
America via initiating civil war prior to an attack upon us by Russia and China?
As a well-trusted ANP source tells us, at this dire moment in time, the fate of the
entire Republic hangs in the balance.

According to obvious Nazi Linda Stasi at the New York Daily News, the US
Department of State MUST list the 'gun-loving NRA' as a terrorist organization in
her latest anti-Constitution blustering that has ANP asking WHY she (and
countless others) would possibly want TENS OF MILLIONS of Americans dead at
the hands of criminals (who will never volunarily hand over their guns) and an
obviously completely out of control government via the illegal disarmament of the
American people?
NaziStasi's Facebook page is here (Americans are ripping her apart! Seriously,
her last name is STASI!!)
http://allnewspipeline.com/State_Dept_Label_NRA_Terrorist_Org.php
Obama to Flood Streets With 50000 Drug Dealers and Gang Bangers
In an attempt to downsize and provide relief to the over crowed Federal prison
system, Obama has come up with a plan to release the Drug Dealers and Gang
members into the streets of America. The Justice Department is set to release
about 6,000 inmates early from prison - the largest one-time release of federal
prisoners - in an effort to reduce overcrowding and provide relief to drug
offenders according to U.S. officials.
I agree U.S. prisons are beyond capacity. The United States is a penal Country
with laws against things that are absurd, and the length of sentences for these
crimes are unbelievably long. But doesn't it make more sense to release the non
violent offenders like white collar crime offenders.
I know a man that bought too many lobster for his restaurant in Key West and he
was sent to Federal Prison for his crime.
I know a man that is serving 5 years in prison for declaring his income
incorrectly. He declared $150 more than his actual income on a mortgage
application. That is a Federal crime (FDIC).

Releasing these type of individuals to the streets present no risk to the
communities.
Are these types of “crimes”, being released early under this massive release? No!
Only Drug Dealers and Gang Bangers.
This leaves one to wonder the true objective of the Department of Justice and
Obama.
The Drug Dealers and Gang Bangers from federal prisons nationwide will be set
free by the department's Bureau of Prisons between Oct. 30 and Nov. 2. About
two-thirds of them will go to halfway houses and home confinement before being
put on supervised release. About one-third are foreign citizens who will be
quickly deported, officials said.
The panel estimated that its change in sentencing guidelines eventually could
result in 46,000 of the nation's approximately 100,000 drug drug dealers and gang
members in federal prison qualifying for early release. The 6,000 figure, which
has not been reported previously, is the first part in that process.
http://allnews.network/index.php/8-news/154-obama-to-flood-streets-with-50000drug-dealers-and-gang-bangers
BREAKING: FEDS PREP FOR NUCLEAR ATTACK: BOOST NATION'S STOCKPILE
OF "SILVERLON" BURN KITS
The detonation of an improvised nuclear device would produce intense heat,
resulting in many patients with severe burns," says a September 30 news release
from the Department of Health and Human Services.
Play to 4:44: https://youtu.be/I-n-e772tlg
Comments read:
“Lets see 2.1 Billion rounds of ammo, 1 billion $ worth of 4 person stackable
caskets, 1 Billion $ rush order of MRE'S and 100's of Millions of body bags
ordered or received in the last 5 or so years. The question is what type of party
are they throwing ? Now... Add $20 million worth of nuclear burn kits to the
stockpile.”
The Next Tool of Tyranny and Enslavement Is Coming From Your Pastor and
FEMA
Many who have followed the writings on
this site are all too familiar with how the
Department of Homeland Security and
FEMA have turned your pastor into an
agent of the state. And as such, your
pastor has been trained to invoke Romans 13 in order to enforce compliance with
government edicts, no matter how draconian, in a time of national emergency.
Many of the nation’s pastors have been trained how to bring calm to incarcerated
Americans being held in the proverbial FEMA camps in which the pastors are
forbidden to quote the Bible and speak of Jesus.
Your Church Is Likely An Agent of the State
From the previously referenced links, it is easy to conclude that most of our pastors are
compromised, along with their message. However, the Clergy Response Team has

taken an even darker turn for the worse. In ONLY 120 days, 30 churches from
around the world have turned their place of worship into potential pit of
enslavement. In geographic locations from Indonesia to India and from Portugal
to the United States, churches have started using facial recognition software
called Churchix. The innovator and the man in charge of this unholy distribution of
unwarranted surveillance technology, Moshe Greenshpan, the CEO of a Israeli and Las
Vegas-based company called Face-Six, is leading the way in installing DARPA and
DHS surveillance devices inside the sanctuaries of Christian churches. Make no
mistake about it, this surveillance program is a clone of other products that
Greenshpan’s company offers to clients, such as law enforcement, public venues, retail
outlets and of course, the American Gestapo, DHS.
Implementation of Satan’s Surveillance System
The Churchix program is implemented in three phases:

1. Enroll People into Churchix’s Data Base.

2. Upload Videos or Photos of Members

3. Churchix Identifies their Faces
The Churchix uses CCTV footage or photos to match churchgoers against a database
of high-resolution pictures that a church has to compile on its own. The software can be
used to monitor attendance numbers, and alert church officials if some members stops
coming to services. It can also screen for people banned from the church as pointed out
in the company’s description of the operation features. .
“In the beginning I was surprised. We never thought of churches as potential clients, but
we now understand the need. Most churches do already keep track of their members,”
Greenshpan told the IBTimes UK.
Churches are dependent upon their congregation’s generosity in remaining a viable
entity. In the past, your church could often tell if someone was participating in the
life of the church by monitoring their offering envelopes given to the church. This

is where the real money is, not in the offering plate in which people drop in five
dollar bills.
Churchix Is Only Part of the Surveillance Movement That Is Targeting the Average
Person
From April to June of 2015, a few reports surfaced about the introduction of the
Churchix program. However, the reporting was one dimensional and did not look at the
bigger surveillance picture. This system is only one part of a massive DHS data mining
project designed to target Christians, people of interest and all Americans who are
committing the crime of merely living in their homes and attempting to live an American
middle class lifestyle. Most of you reading these words are considered to be enemies of
the state (see the MIAC Report for an historical context).
It is not enough that your computer, or any electronic device, can be used as
means to spy upon the owner of the device. DHS is seeking to gain access to ALL
home surveillance videos. DHS is also seeking the ability to intercept digital
signatures that come on your video camera devices as well. Your video and
photos on your cell phones have long been the data base property of DHS.
Financing Your Church’s Implementation of Churchix
The problem with this system is the nation’s churches would spend more than they
would recoup from bringing “fallen away” members back into the fold and realizing a
revenue increase from church offerings as a result. However, The Common Sense
Show has learned that Department of Homeland Security grants are available for
churches who wish to upgrade their “technology” in accordance with the rules
and procedures associated with their local Fusion Threat Center.
Originally, this information was available FEMA’s homepage at this link. As the
readers can see, the page has been scrubbed in a similar fashion to the
previously referenced New Hub report on this topic.
_____________________________
Page Missing
Oops. This isn’t good, you’re getting an error message. If you bookmarked a page, it’s
possible the page moved or was removed.
Obtained from http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/hsgp/#1
____________________________
However, The Common Sense Show, made a copy of the DHS/FEMA grant program
that was, in part, designed to make churches part of the DHS/FEMA national
surveillance police state spy grid.
 Page 22: Citizen Corps Program Requirements
o State and territory responsibilities. Citizen preparedness and
participation must be coordinated by an integrated body of government
and nongovernmental representatives. States and local government
recipients and sub-grantees of HSGP funds, including urban areas, must
have such a body to serve as their Citizen Corps Council with membership
that includes, but is not limited to:
 representatives from emergency management, homeland security,
law enforcement, fire service, emergency medical services/public
health or their designee
 elected officials





the private sector (especially privately owned critical infrastructure)
private nonprofits
nongovernmental organizations (including faith-based,
community-based, and voluntary organizations)
 advocacy groups for children, seniors, people with disabilities and
others with access and functional needs.
Representatives from existing Citizen Corps partners and affiliates active in the
community should also be included on these Citizen Corps Councils. Furthermore,
Citizen Corps Councils should include a Metropolitan Medical Response System
(MMRS) representative, where applicable, along with advocates and specialists
representing the unique needs of infants and children and representatives from the
disability community.
Part of the Bigger Picture
Forget the obvious Fourth Amendment protections the Chuchix and your pastor are
violating on behalf of DHS/FEMA. The fundamental question is why would a
government agency invest so much capital and its resources into such a project?
Any competent social psychologist will tell you that body language accounts for
roughly 90% of all human communication. Facial expressions, posture and
gestures are part of this elaborate communication system. Please consider the
following:
Paul Ekman, the pioneer of reading body language, according to the Wall Street
Journal, “fears he has created a monster”. Ekman originally pioneered the study of
facial expressions in the 1970’s. He created an inventory of over 5,000 muscle
movements in order to demonstrate hidden emotions. Today some companies have
amassed an amazing computer software data base that can seemingly read minds
because of the accuracy and thoroughness of the body language reading
software. The concern of the public should be great as the Wall Street Journal so
accurately states “Collectively, they are amassing an enormous visual database of
human emotions, seeking patterns that can predict (pre-crime) emotional reactions
and behavior on a massive scale”.
You might still be wondering how this could impact you? Imagine that this coming
Sunday you are sitting in a church armed with this technology. The terms of the DHS
grant given to your church allows the NSA, on behalf of DHS/FEMA, to pirate the
video footage of the members of your church. Your facial reactions to your
pastor’s message could reveal much about your suitability to live in the New
World Order which has hijacked this nation’s government.
Conclusion
Ask yourself, if you were looking for opponents to the NWO, where would you go to
identify them? The church would be the logical place to visit. An in an
environment where topics such as Transgenderism and selling body parts of
aborted babies could be discussed & your church would be a good repository to
look for future dissenters, today, and eliminate them, before they could become a
problem. Please recall, as reported on this site, the NSA maintains a data base on
every individual in which every person is assigned a Threat Matrix Score.
Churchix is just one more tool to make decisions on people who would turn up
on the proverbial Red List.

In light of the introduction of this technology to the Church, home Bible study seems like
a very good idea.
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2015/09/10/the-next-tool-of-tyranny-andenslavement-is-coming-from-your-pastor-and-fema/

